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I

n our issue 82, Jos Legrand explored
the history of pocket typewriters.
Here’s the latest, from The New Indian
Express, Sept. 29, 2008.
“His untiring eforts bore fruit for R
Ramakrishnan … who has come out with
a unique portable typewriter. … ‘It was
during my stint in Thiruvananthapuram
in the 80s I felt the pinch of my bad
handwriting when I was elevated as
group supervisor…. I was entrusted with
maintaining scores of ledgers. And illegible handwriting came as a handicap for
me. To be frank, I couldn’t improve my
handwriting further.’ An idea came to
me to try and devise a pocket typewriter,
Ramakrishnan said, adding that initially he failed. However, he continued with
his experiment for 10 long years.…Hardwork paid when he succeeded in using
the thimbles on his ingers with alphabets ixed on the tip of the thimbles.
Using an ink pad, he started stamping
the impressions on a paper … In
a further development,
he used one
inch plastic
sticks with
rubber
band as
spring.
T h e
squarelike device came
in handy
for rotating on all
sides with
26 letters
and
10
numbers
ixed on the six
sides. The alphabets
have been arranged on

the lines of typewriter key board method.
“Going further, he used springs replacing the rubber bands and sponge
rubber letters with self-ink stamp. Ramakrishnan said this innovative model
is user-friendly and easy to learn. … ‘It’s
very useful for attendance registers, parcels, money order forms, post cards,’
Ramakrishnan said that this typewriter
is so handy that one could carry it anywhere.”
The nature of the mechanism is not
apparent either from the description or
from the very partial photograph, but it
seems clear that this is a mechanical device in the great 19th century tradition.
Mr. Ramakrishnan has the admiration
of us all.
±
You’ll recall this prototype frontstroke Fitch that was pictured in our last
issue. Auctioneer Uwe Breker added it
to his own collection and had it restored
by Jürgen Berndt, who obviously did an
excellent job. Uwe comments, “It’s a fantastic prototype, it works ine, even the
adder
as far as it was developed.
Shame that they
never produced
it in series.”
Congratulations to him on
acquiring
this unique
and beautiful machine.

An Open Leter to ABNER PEELER — by Jos Legrand

Dear Mr. Peeler,
protected by a metal rod on the right
here was a lot of fuss lately about
upper side. he paper index is glued
one of your writing machines—yes, the
to the lower shelf. Small spikes pierce
one that you kept for yourself and nevthe index to secure the position of the
er talked about. It was a miracle that
arm. I insert a photographed detail for
the machine survived. It turned up in
you—in color, surprise, but times have
Los Angeles, far away from where you
changed. A parallelogrammatic translived, due to your son William, almost
fer yields the position of the type, ater
a hundred years ater you passed away.
which one only has to press down the
he man who owned it brought it to a
upper shelf to provide an impression.
well-known auction house for sale reAs a result a wooden bar in the middle
cently, and since then there has been a
of the machine
lot of razzmatazz among the bloggers.
(A in the piche reason that I write you is that
ture below) falls
I want to have some things cleared
Portrait
of
Peeler
done
with
the
airbrush
he
invented
down
and hamup. Misunderstandings emerge very
mers the paper
quickly, which is not your fault of
x 7 inch) can be transmitted to a smaller
course, but in my opinion you could have one, in this case 1½ x 1½ inch. hat small onto the type plate
tried harder. Your popularity nowadays piece is the typeplate, “a metallic plate with an attached
is in stark contrast with a statement that with raised letters, igures and characters,” metal piece (right).
same son of yours made in 1960: “He was as you called it in the patent for your irst You must forgive me, but the paper part
poverty stricken, discouraged and people machine. Here we recognize something is a bit clumsy, because of the lateral movemade fun of him.” To judge from the fuss of your original profession as an engraver. ment of the paper from the let to the right.
in bloggers land you are very popular now; Again I recall the patent text: “I usually
you even have your own website. No, I construct this plate by irst making an enwon’t explain now what that is, nor what graving thereof on a steel plate, and then
bloggers are.
stamping the same on suitable metal for
Maybe you have forgotten it, but the that purpose. he devices by which coin
machine the fuss is all about is the lat one, is stamped may be used in manufacturing
1¾ inch high, consisting of two hinged these plates.” he plate is missing nowaplanks. A big spring controls the original days, but maybe it wasn’t there in the irst
position. he machine measures 21.95 x place, or you used it in another machine.
11⅜ inch, and except for some metal piecPantographs are typical engraver’s ines it is totally made of wood. “It lookes like struments. But your machine is not the I would have turned the whole machine
a slab of wood in two parts with a mov- irst writing machine that makes use of for operating, having the index turned
able T-square as an operating lever,” as was the pantographic system. It is preceded ninety degrees, working on it with my
written in that article from 1960.
by good old hurber, well-known type- right hand and handling the line spacing
he construction of the printing mech- writer inventor for collectors nowadays. with the let, which is then much nearer to
anism is that of a pantograph, by which a Less known are his “Calligraphs” from
large dimension such as the key panel (9⅞ 1857 and 1860. But I admit, his was a real
writing machine, yours is a printer using a
typeplate.
To make an impression with your machine one moves the knob at the end of
the arm over the paper index, which is
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myself than in your position.
hat paper part, by the way, is the most
reined piece of your machine. Actually
it consists of a detachable carriage which
holds a paper that is pressed down by a
wooden platen. Ater each impression the
carriage moves one space to the let (!). No
variable spacing this time.
And because of the inking method,
the written text could have been read by
the operator—another reason for turning
the machine. Inking would probably have
been done by carbon paper facing down
on the paper. So the type is underneath
the paper and the hammer presses the carbon onto the paper. hin paper is needed.
he printed text possibly could have been
seen in positive on the visible back of the
carbon paper. Ater ending the line the
platen has to be moved by a inger piece,
which I illustrate also.

You did not get any recognition, but on
the other hand machines like the one you
patented simply cannot be produced in
large quantities. You made the mistake a
lot of inventors made: the machine cannot
be produced without high costs. It was too
big, too dependent on adjustability. Remember when you went to Washington
with your machine to get it patented, “it
being many times larger than the cubic
foot prescribed by law,” and what a trouble
there was about the fact that you hadn’t
brought in a model, but a real machine.
hat is what the inventors have learned
since then: don’t invent for invention’s
sake, but make something that can be produced.
I know that you were embittered, and
even when your machine inally came out
into the open in the beginnings of the
twentieth century and you were recognized and praised as the inventor of the
irst typewriter, you were world famous
only in Iowa. A irst reference in typewrit-
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er history came with Typewriter Topics of
1923 and in he Story of the Typewriter
from the same year, followed by Martin
in 1934; in Michael Adler you had a last
intercessor in 1973, Adler being possibly
also inluenced by the Science Museum
text by G. Tilghman Richards (1938). But
these texts dealt with the machine that
you patented in 1866, not the machine
that was let. hat one was featured in the
eight newspaper articles in the beginnings
of the new century, like one in the Lehigh
Argus in 1905. And others followed, but
they all had one thing in common: they
repeated each other. Ater Adler’s book,
a big silence hung around you. Collectors
didn’t know about the machine, except
one: Uwe Breker from Germany. And
then, inally, the machine turned up in
1991 at a lea market. No, they do not sell
leas there.
Tom FitzGerald gets the honor of having introduced your machine to the typewriters collectors’ scene in some texts for
he Typewriter Exchange, of which he
was the editor. And so inally we got an
impression of the machine by some reproductions from the newspapers. FitzGerald was particularly interested in another

typewriter that you invented, which you
called a “wheel machine.” But it is all speculation, we know next to nothing about it.
We have your recollections, published in
the Fort Dodge Chronicle in 1893; there is
the patent of the machine that you made
in 1866 and a typescript from it; and there
is this one.
I must say that I am very impressed
with the typescript. I reproduce it here for
your memory. You sent it to your companion on June 19th 1866 from Washington,
hoping for better days to come. Your machine is a monster, sorry to say that, but
it produced a very good script. Straight
alignment, faint impression but sharp. It
may have lost its darkness over the years.
And above all, and therefore you must be
praised, variable spacing!—the most dificult thing for a typewriter inventor to
achieve. Now I understand the strange
index arrangement in your patent better.
he nine rows relect diferent widths of
letters or combinations of them. But I
gather from the typescript that there are
not nine possible widths. I will research
that later.
he commotion in bloggers land was
very quickly directed to the Remington

typewriter and the origins of the qwerty
keyboard. hey lost their interest in your
machine—history repeats itself. Forgive
me for stirring up the Remington thing,
I know it will exhaust you. he qwerty
key arrangement on your machine was of
course the talk of the town. But the fable
that the qwerty keyboard originated from
the printers’ type case is very persistent.
I am glad that Ned Brooks showed them
evidence that cannot be overlooked: no,
the qwerty keyboard has nothing to do
with the printers’ world, not in America,
not anywhere.
But the commotion brings me to my
question to you: why is there a Remington
keyboard glued on your machine ?

Remington is your trauma, admit it.
You expressed yourself only once before the public. hat is in the Fort Dodge
Chronicle. here you noted: “In the winter
of ’58 and ’59 I made one with the type
in an 8 inch circle striking down to the
center each being raised by a spiral spring,
Remington turned, making my machine
strike bottom upwards and making the
type strike upwards and fall back without a spring.” Do I feel a bit of rancor ?
“Discouraged,” your son wrote about you.
Anyway, the story started to live its own
life. Tom FitzGerald inventoried some
of the newspaper articles: “Some of the
claims made by family members and local historians were that Peeler: 1. Invented

the very irst typewriter which was stolen
by a irm who soon aterward disposed of
it to the Remington Arms Co.”
Of course Sholes could not have known
your down-stroke machine. You didn’t
patent it, and Sholes probably lived in
Kenosha, Wisconsin in those days, which
is far enough from Webster City in Iowa
to rule out a meeting. Already in 1934
Ernst Martin wrote this: “Henry W.
Roby, friend and daily partner of Sholes,
surveyed this afair and proved that there
is no link at all between Peeler’s patent
registration and Sholes’s construction.” I
do not want to insult you of course, but
that machine of yours is not the irst one
of its kind either, as some authors say, and
maybe you would believe. I point at the
device of Progin, the Frenchman, from 25
years earlier.
Another mistake in all these previous
articles is that you were supposed to have
made seven typewriters. FitzGerald believed it also, just like Darryl Fischer, the
last owner of your machine and the one
who brought it to Breker’s auction. Fischer
had gathered a lot of material, he appeared
to be your best supporter. But you made
eight machines, and I ask you to tell me
where this machine its into the chronology.
Why eight machines? I read the 1893
article loud: “Space will not permit of a description of the seven typewriters I made in
the nine years following the irst attempt.”
I count eight machines. hen there is your
comment in the same article that “It is
safe to say there is not a typewriter in existence today that was not foreshadowed by
one of the seven I made during the nine
years from ’57 to ’66.” hat is seven. But
“In ’69 I invented the band.” I go for the
eight machines, it is your irst statement.
But then there are interpretations possible
for the next line, “the seven I made during
the nine years from ’57 to ’66.” Maybe you
didn’t count the irst attempt, the machine
you burnt in the stove. On the other hand
you call it your irst machine. he “band”
machine would then be the eighth. Every
author that knows the 1893 article calls it
a typewriter. “In ’69 I invented the band.”
his statement was preceded by your
remarks about your typewriters, but is immediately followed by an expression about

the airbrush you invented. here is no hard
indication in that text that “the band” is a
typewriter. 1866 is the inal year for the
typewriter attempts, I conclude from the
article. Seven or eight—as I said, I go for
eight, but I do not include the “band” as
a typewriter, because then we would have
had nine machines in total and you would
have mentioned that, unless you believed
that this Band machine was a typewriter
more special than the others.
What do we have? A irst machine that
you made probably in August 1857 in
Springield and that you burnt in the stove
ater two months of stress. hen you made
the downstroke machine in the winter of
1858-59. hen you mention a “sliding”
typewriter, made in the spring of 1859,
and a “wheel machine” invented in the
summer of that year. Together with your
patent machine from 1866 we have ive
recorded machines, out of seven or eight.
Where does your machine it in? A “sliding machine” would be suitable for it. But
that machine you sold “to a Mr. Wetters
west of Sugar grove, Menard County, Ill. I
showed it to a Mr. Milem Alkire,” you said,
“a wealthy farmer living east of the Grove
and he became so much interested in it
that he ofered to board me and furnish
tools and material if I would make a better one.” It resulted in the wheel machine.
Mister Fischer thinks that our machine
is the “sliding machine,” but it was sold.
Fischer suggests that it was bought back
by someone in the Peeler family. Hard to
believe. Now there are four possibilities: a)
the machine that is let is the sliding machine, because of its name, b) the machine
is one of the three machines that are not
mentioned by name in the Dodge article,
c) the “band machine” is a typewriter, and
d) you made a new machine ater 1893.
he machine now on the scene cannot be
dated before or ater your patent machine
from 1866. It is more crude, which would
date it before, but it is simpler, which would
date it ater 1866. here are parallels, even
literally, because the patent machine also
made use of the pantographic principle.
heir typefaces were about the same, and
both machines are lat (apart from that
wire construction). Fischer means that the
machine that you kept was the sliding machine from 1859 (not 1860 as he wrote),
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Sincerely,
Jos Legrand
Literature
E.Martin, Die Schreibmaschine und ihre
Entwicklungsgeschichte, Pappenheim
1934, p. 43
F. Kemper, charles thurber / zijn patenten
en machines (2), Kwartaalblad voor
de schrijfmachineverzamelaar, 2.3,
8/1984, pp. 17-29
T. FitzGerald, ...a future of gold and
diamonds…, he Typewriter Exchange,
9.2, 1993/1994, pp. 1, 3, 6 and 9.3,
1993/1994, pp. 1, 3, 6
(D. Fischer) http://www.abnerpeeler.
com/id1.html
N. Brooks, Re: [TYPEWRITERS] Abner Peeler Historic Typewriter discovered, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
TYPEWRITERS/message/40345
hanks to Uwe Breker.

From an Olivetti
exhibit in October:
cembalo scrivano no.
10 by Giuseppe
Ravizza (1857) and
Olivetti MP1 in
blue (1930s).
Photos by Silvano
Donadoni.
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T h e
“band machine” from
1869 is not a
typewriter. his
is what came in the
newspaper: “In ’69
I invented the band.
he son of Judge D. D.
Chase of Webster City offered me
$200 for it but I was advised not to sell it.
J. S. Kenim and Mr. Crosley sent me to
Washington to get a patent. When I got
there I found it had been patented and the
inventor sold it for $4000.” But the very
few writing machines and the like that
were patented in or before 1869 are not
comparable in any way.
here remains the second possibility;
therefore it is one of the three machines
that were made between January 1860 and
let’s say about 1865, presumably the year
that you started with the machine that
was to be patented and was certainly inished before the 9th of June 1866, as you
stepped into the stagecoach that brought
you from Webster City to Washington.
I am not impressed by the qwerty mystery. It is just paper, glued to the shelf. You

could have experimented with it aterwards, or you were a bad guy, misleading your surroundings, driven by jealousy and anger,
saying “I was the irst typewriter inventor.” Is it true
what a newspaper article from
1903 wrote: “Disheartened by
his misfortune, Mr. Peeler
returned to his home in
Webster City”? I am
sure that you did
not invent the
qwerty key order,
but you made a
wonderful machine, thank you
very much for that.
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ANALDO ENGLISH

SIMPLY

INVENTED A TYPEWRITER

by Jos Legrand

“To all

whom it may concern:
Be it known, that I,
Analdo M.English, of the city, county, and
State of New York, have invented a new
and Improved Typewriting Machine ….”
his is the way all US patent speciications
open, so no exception for Mr. English,
but pride sounds in the exordium, and
proud he may be. But he is not from
New York, he lived in Boston. His
patent, no. 481555, was iled May 15th
1891, and granted the 30th of August
of the following year. he machine was
launched as he Simplex Typewriter, and
was produced for decades. It can be listed
as one of the longest made typewriters
ever, and surely as the longest produced
typewriter ever without any change in its
conception. A champion, in my opinion.

Although there is a lot of correspondence let, we know next to nothing
about him as an inventor of a typewriter.
An inventor, that is what he is. His last
invention, a metronome, was iled July
1934. English was 85 years old then.
Especially he invented machinery.
He got it spoon-fed from his family. His
father, Nathan Frederick English, Fred
to his friends, is described as machinist,

model maker and inventor. Fred’s irst
patent was a Machine for Boot-Lasting,
which he developed together with his
brother-in-law, Benjamin Livermore.
Both started a business adventure in
Milford, Massachusetts until Fred
English returned to his home in
Hartland in Vermont because of illness.
It is no surprise, therefore, that his son
invented a Heel-Burnishing Mechanism
for the United Shoe Machine Company,
Paterson, New Jersey. And it is not
surprising that he invented a typewriter.
His uncle Benjamin was one of the American typewriter pioneers. Livermore
invented the Permutation Typograph
(see ETCetera no. 81), a machine that
could be operated in the pocket. So it
astonishes nobody to ind an early 1891
ad for the Simplex typewriter which read
that the Simplex could “be carried in the
coat pocket like a book.”
Analdo Myatte English was born
in Hartland, in the county of Windsor,
Vermont, on March 2nd, 1849. Analdo,
or Arnoldo as he is named sometimes,
was the second child of Fred English
and Emily Livermore, Benjamin’s
sister. He is the one on the right side
of the daguerreotype that is pictured
here. We can see in him someone who
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had something to do in life. Fred was
an ardent photographer, one of the irst
in Vermont. He made a lot of pictures
of his family, daguerreotypes that is,
and some have survived. hese pictures
are probably the very irst ones of a
typewriter inventor as a boy. hey date
from the 1850s.
Hartland is a rural place, about ity
families in those days. he English
family lived a bit outside, in a spot that
was named Foundryville. It is located
between Hartland and Hartland Four
Corners. Fred English had a shop there
too.
Analdo went to school in Hartland
Four Corners. When going to school
he passed by Ben Livermore’s house
along Rte. 5, now Rte. 12. Hartland
4C lies west of Hartland and counted
about twenty families in those days.
But in the year Analdo was born, the
Vermont Central Railroad connected
Hartford, nine miles north of Hartland,
to South Windsor. One could get from
Montreal to New York with the Vermont
Central Railroad, and so Hartland and
surroundings were also connected with
the rest of the world.

here are a few anecdotes let and
therefore we know that Analdo English
ran the irst mowing machine in the town
of Hartland, as can be gathered from the
Analdo and Ernest English papers. He
also built a bicycle, just as his father did.
he man pictured here presumably is
Analdo.
Since he was about 16 years old he
worked in his father’s shop. here he
must have stayed for six or seven years.
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Analdo went into the world in 1872,
according to the Analdo & Ernest
papers, but the papers are not reliable
in this regard. But in 1870, at the age of
21, he lived in Hartland. From there he
went to Providence, Rhode Island. He
had contacts in Providence, as his three
earliest patents show us. hese were
concerned with silverware and jewelry.
hat city was noted for these items, and
therefore his patents are not surprising.
In March 1877, the year of his irst patent,
he married Aurabelle Gibbs Gardiner
there, who was two years younger than
he. he irst two patents dating from
1879 and 1883 say also that he lived in
Providence. he federal census from
1880 lists him in Providence too. Ater
1883 almost all of the over thirty patents
refer to Boston. He put his father’s lessons
into practice, starting to build machines
such as a machine for attaching buttons
to boots and shoes. He probably worked
as a machinist, although in the 1885 and
1890 Boston Directories he is listed as an
inventor.
He lived in Boston for a long time,
apart from his little trip to New York
in 1891, the year in which he invented
the Simplex. “Abra and I are very mutch
dissatisied with NY - and long for the
time to come to go back to Boston,” he
wrote his parents in the very irst letter
on a Simplex. It is a unique specimen.

NEW YORK MARCH 4TH 1891
DEAR FATHER AND MOTHER
I HAVE JUST FINISHED THE
MODEL FOR THE SIMPLEX
TYPEWRITER, WITH WHICH
THIS IS WRITTEN. I HAVE
INVENTED IT WITHIN THE LAST
6 WEEKS, AND FINISHED THE
MODEL THIS PM. AND SO I WILL

WRITE THE FIRST LETTER WITH
IT TO YOU. IT WIL GO IN A BOX
4 1/4 BY 9 BY 1 1/2 INCHES AND
WEIGHS ABOUT 8 OZ - IT WILL
BE SOLD FOR 2 DOLLARS AND
50 CTS AT RETAIL. ABRA AND I
ARE VERY MUTCH DISSATISFIED
WITH NY - AND LONG THE
TIME TO COME TO GO BACK
TO BOSTON. A FRIEND FROM
BOSTON CAME AND SPENT THE
EVE SINCE I COMMENCED THIS
SO NOW I SHALL NOT WRITE
THE NICE LONG LETTER I HAD
INTENDED TO BUT WILL SEND
WHAT I HAVE.
FROM YOUR LOVING SON /
ANALDO / NO-135 WEST 44TH
ST/ NEW YORK / NYHis invention dates from January
1891. (“I have invented it within the last
6 weeks,” he wrote in this letter dated
March 4th 1891.) Two months later the
patent was iled.
he irst model functioned well, as
the letter proves. In the patent, English
especially stresses the feed mechanism
for word-spacing, and the line-feed ruler.
Shown is a drawing that is on the lid of
the irst Simplex boxes. For the index he
used the World letter arrangement, but
originally he reversed it. On the actual

His machine reached the market
probably around May 1891. Richard
Dickerson found a irst ad dating from
July of that year.
Some things changed for the actual
machine, such as the box that is a bit
greater than Analdo announced in his
letter: 4 ¾ x 9 ⅜ x 1 ⅜ inch. But the price
is correct, the Simplex was actually sold
machine the characters moved from the for $2.50.
We see Philip Becker again in 1897
plate ins to the index disk, probably for
and
1901, when he patented two other
production reasons. I would like to know
his motives for reversing the key order, designs for the Simplex typewriter
because the inally produced machine together with a William hompson.
and all other manufactured Simplexes No sign from English this time, and
show the World arrangement. he actual we do not know whether he still got
index has 42 characters, two more than royalties from the Simplex Typewriter
was foreseen in the patent drawing. he Co.—if he ever did. But his invention
dollar sign and the question mark have had a long life. It was sold at least until
the end of the 1950s and therefore it is
been added.
As assignor to Analdo English’s one of the longest lived typewriters ever.
patent of the Simplex typewriter a Philip hey can be proud in Hartland. ±
Becker is mentioned, from Brooklyn,
New York. He may have been a relative
Literature
of George Becker, from New York,
assignor for another of Analdo’s patents,
a machine for the manufacture of plated Boston Directory, 1888, p.1774
W. hwing, he Livermore Family of
braid, dated 1890.
America, Boston: W.B. Clark, 1902,
And here is where the World
p. 271
typewriter comes in—because that
George Becker is the same man who R. Dickerson, Paciic Sholes Type-Writer
Company, statistical workups
marketed the World typewriter,
invented by a John Becker from Boston, J. Legrand, “Het toetsenbord van de
Simplex,” Kwartaalblad voor de
Massachusetts. his John is ailiated
schrijfmachineverzamelaar, 8.2,
with the same circle of jewelry people in
4/1996, p. 34
Boston to which Analdo belonged. In
the Boston Directory from 1888 he is
listed as an engraver. An advertisement hanks to Mr. H. Scannell, curator of the
in the same Directory reads “Pattern Boston Public Library, and special thanks
Name Plates for Machinery,” beside to Mrs. Beverly Lasure, Vice President of
“patentee and manufacturer of the World the Hartland Historical Society.
Type Writer.”
Another connecting line could
have been Portland, Maine. here the
irst “World Typewriter Company” was
housed in 1886. It was in the same
year that Analdo English did business
there making machines for the Pratt
Manufacturing Company.
We do not know why Analdo English
went to New York together with his wife.
On an invitation from Philip Becker?
Just to invent a typewriter?

New on the Shelf
Hannah Born: Continental standard
Lars Borrmann: American 8, Blick 5
with 2-row typewheel
homas Fürtig: Bar-Lock portable,
Heady w/ wide carriage, Peoples 2
Travis Hamric: Consul portable,
early Continental standard, Molle
3, Monarch Pioneer, Rem-Blick,
Smith Premier 1
Štěpán Kučera: Mercedes Addelektra,
green Original Matouš #48340,
Simplex A, Torpedo 6 w/ SS key,
U.S. Mirsa Ideal S
Richard Polt: Andina Grafos, Aztec
700 (Erika 10), Halberg Traveler,
Olivetti Lettera 22, Underwood
3-bank portable “Patents Pending”
Herman Price: Culema 3, Williams
3, Continental portable 200, Blick
5 (Bombay and Calcutta), Blick 8
(12 tab model)
Sirvent bros.: Brooks, Hall Boston,
Hall New York, Molle 3, New
Century Caligraph 5, Royal
Grand, Sholes & Glidden (all from
OHA collection), Jewett 2
Reinmar Wochinz: Anderson shorthand, Norica, Sholes
Visible, Venus

Clicker advertising the Torpedo typewriter,
ca. 1925 (courtesy of Peter Weil)

Wanted: type cylinder for New
Model Crandall. Miguel Castro, mcastrod@mundo-r.com.
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Show & Tell ...............................................................Norica
This page and our cover:
Reinmar Wochinz’s Norica

1906 ad

1907 ad

I

n 1906 the public was informed of a new typewriter, the Norica, in an advertisement that praised it as a “German typebar
typewriter of the irst class in every respect.” The address given was “Ehrlich & Riegelmann, Hamburg,” but the name Norica
(=Nuremberg) was already a clear indication of its origin. This ad did not include an illustration of the machine.
In 1907, a new ad appeared that gave the address “Nürnberger Schreibmaschinenwerke Kührt & Riegelmann G.m.b.H., Äußere
Sulzbacherstraße 164, Nürnberg.” This is where the Norica was produced starting in 1907.
The Norica, which was the irst design of Carl Friedrich Kührt to be put into production, has typebars that lie obliquely in
front of the platen, striking the paper nearly from above. This construction resembles that of the Burnett [ETCetera no. 75], and
already had to be considered old-fashioned in 1907. In keeping with the spirit of the times, the Norica’s cast iron frame is decorated on its sides with beautiful Art Nouveau ornaments. According to Ernst Martin, the Norica appeared in 1908 in an improved
version with a more pleasing appearance.
The sales of the Norica must have been sluggish, and already in 1909 Kührt sold the production rights to the Triumph bicycle
works in Nuremberg. It seems that the Norica was not viable; its production was soon halted, and a completely new model, the
well-known Triumph, was constructed.
But with this sale of its production rights, Triumph’s sole competitor in Nuremberg was not eliminated—for Carl Friedrich
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Left and below:
Norica from the
former TriumphAdler collection
(1980 TA calendar,
courtesy of
Uwe Breker)

from Ernst Martin, Die Schreibmaschine und ihre Entwicklungsgeschichte, 1920 ed.

Kührt was already working on his next design, which came on the market in 1909 as the Franconia. Kührt’s further designs were
the Minerva (1909) and the Commercial (1914). But the Franconia, like the Triumph, had almost no similarity to the Norica, so it
must be admitted that these two machines were not further developments of the Norica but completely new designs. The “Nürnberger Schreibmaschinenwerke” company was liquidated on February 1, 1913.
I know of only one further Norica, from an illustration in the TA (Triumph-Adler) calendar of 1980. The Triumph-Adler collection was dissolved many years ago, and I don’t know where this Norica is to be found today. When we compare these two Noricas
we ind that the TA Norica, like the machine in the 1907 advertisement, has a rod that guides the carriage, whereas my Norica
uses ball bearings and a prism-shaped carriage rail. The TA Norica also seems to have no backspacer, while my Norica has one in
the right front, in the form of a pivoting lever. This permits the cautious conclusion that the TA Norica is the earlier model, and
mine is the improved model of 1908.
The Norica is a machine that is scarcely known, even among typewriter collectors, so I am particularly pleased that my collection now includes one of the rarest typewriters that there is.
—Reinmar Wochinz, Munich
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

“P

EERLESS.” his is not a name
that many typewriter collectors
would recognize. Such obscurity is understandable. Only a dozen examples of
this typewriter are known to have survived from the period of manufacture
from 1895 to 1898 (see photograph of
Richard Polt’s #4034), and only three of
those have appeared in museum collections that would be available to private
collectors.1 In addition, the twelve existing Peerless machines have somewhat
diferent externally visible characteristics, even though all have serial numbers within a range of only about 1500
(2572-4042). Adding to the invisibility
of the brand, a brief look at the machine
easily results in its being misidentiied
as a Smith Premier #2 or #4, which it
strongly resembles.
his similarity is more apparent than
real, for the Peerless design includes
1. hese and other details on the history
and design of the Peerless are from the
best single source, Darryl Rehr’s “he
‘Peerless’ Typewriter,” Historiche Bürowelt,
no. 25, September 1989, pp. 13-19. Some
aspects of this article are summarized in
Rehr’s 1997 book Antique Typewriters and
Oice Collectibles (Collector Books), p. 100.
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several unique mechanical features. he
most obvious of these is the Peerless’
8-row keyboard (vs. 7 for the S-P). he
location for its carriage return spring is
on the let side (vs. the back on the S-P),
and, on at least one early example, the
front ring of bolts is exposed and nickelplated. his third diference can be seen
in this 1896 advertisement from Physical
Review, one of only two identical ads
found showing the machine. he most
distinctive mechanical characteristic of
the Peerless, however, is the patented
key-typebar
linkage,
involving
intermittent pivoting levers placed
at the front and rear. his strongly
contrasts with the emblematic rotating
linkage on the Smith-Premier. he
original design was developed between
1890 and 1893 by Charles M. Clinton
and James McNamara, but it was Leroy
H. Smith, the youngest of the famous
Smith brothers, and two colleagues
who developed the original design into
a manufactured machine in 1895.2
2. he Peerless company probably was
formed the same year with a capitalization of $130,000 (in he Phonetic Journal,
November, 1896, p. 755). his is over $3
million in 2007 dollars.

Leroy was the youngest brother of the
four other brothers who produced the
Smith Premier, but it is not clear that
he ever worked for their gun company.
He founded the Ithaca Gun Company
in 1880, and, with the enthusiastic help
of George Livermore, a former Smith
Premier employee, created a typewriter
division and put the Peerless on the
market in 1895. he Union Typewriter
Company, which included both
Remington and Smith Premier, then
sued Peerless for patent infringement.
his and other problems resulted in
few machines being manufactured,
and by 1898, the company had ended
production and was selling only let-over
machines.3 here is no clear evidence
of the resolution of the suit, but Rehr
suggests that the brothers settled out of
court, with the Peerless being sold to the
older brothers’ company.
he pre-1914 history of typewriters is
enriched with such creative designs by
competitors of the dominant companies
3. “he Peerless,” Typewriters of All Kinds:
Our Galaxy of Stars, F.S. Webster Co.,
1898, pp. 94-95.

and the frequent lawsuits usually
ending in the disappearance or major
modiication of the brand. While
original photographs documenting
examples of even the successful
typewriters in use in the 19th century
are scarce, photographs of such failures
as the Peerless are rarer still. Yet in this

were not held to promote failed
machines, so the most likely upper
date is the middle of 1897, when
manufacturing and sales were being
curtailed by the Union Typewriter
Co. lawsuit.
So the next time you pass that
interesting but omnipresent Smith
Premier #2 or #4, stop for a closer look.
You may have a Peerless experience!±

image we are privileged to ind not just
one Peerless, but four!1 he photograph
includes no written information, and any
discussion of its content must to some
degree be based on educated guesses.
hat said, the photograph appears to
show two competitors in a speed contest
and nine other men acting as judges or
simply supporters or observers. he stage
of the likely contest is unclear. Given the
two empty typing seats, we do not know
if the contest has not yet begun or if two
of the contestants have been eliminated,
resulting in a celebratory cigar being
smoked by one of the triumphant
typists. he typists in the image are
likely to be stenographers, court
reporters, or, less likely, secretaries. By
the time period of the photograph, men
were most likely to use typewriters in
the irst two professions, as women had
displaced most men from the secretarial
pool. he typists’ bowler hats (sitting
on their typewriter tables) reinforce
this conclusion, in that the bowler was
regarded in the late 19th century as
appropriate formal wear for men rising
into the middle class, but not for higher-

status business owners and managers.2
he Peerless machines each appear
here on an iron-based table. he
tables are documented (see etching)
as having been marketed by the
Williams Typewriter Co. during the
year that the straight-keyboard #1
Williams was introduced. hat same
year, 1895, saw the Peerless enter the
market. he photograph also shows
the metal case tops, something even
rarer today than the very limited
number of machines surviving.
he most probable location for this
contest is Ithaca, New York, the
home of the company.
he most probable date for the
photograph and the contest depicted is
between late 1896 and the irst half of
1897. If the location is Ithaca, the electric
light bulbs visible in the image can be
used to limit the earliest date to late 1896,
the time when Bufalo and nearby
environs (including Ithaca) were
irst electriied. While the minor
variations in bell location (early
= front vs. later = rear) and front
cover plate (early = absent; later
= front), might aid in dating the
photograph, none of the areas
involved is adequately resolved
to use them as criteria. hus
the date is between late
1896, the irst full
year of production,
and 1898, when
manufacturing had
ceased.
Contests

1. In the back of the room another typewriter can be seen; It is a Remington #2
or #6 and is on a Remington table with an
iron base.

2. See www.nationmaster.com/
encyclopedia/Bowler-hat#
History. he hat was named for its original manufacturer in the UK, Bowler.

hanks go to Mike Brown, Dennis
Clark, Jos Legrand, Ed Neuert, Richard

Polt, Herman Price, Paul Robert, and
Don Sutherland for their assistance in
examining the photograph and making
suggestions.
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Red
Red Hot
Hot

Writers
Writers

Keith McBride recently had this Smith-Corona repainted at an auto body
shop. At left you see the machine in its original condition, and after it was
run through the dishwasher ! to strip of some paint. The painted panels were removed and repainted an eye-popping metallic orange. Always
eager to imitate a good idea, your editor treated an Olympia SM3 to blue
auto paint below . Let’s see what other red hot writers our readers can
create! ±
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A Very Special Hammond
by Bob Aubert

A

bout ten years ago I found a
late model Hammond No. 2 at
an antique mall in South Carolina.
It looked just like any other I’d seen
except somebody had replaced six of
the black composite keys with the
nickel-ringed window style. That
would be an easy ix for me, since I
had some black ones on a parts machine at home. So whether I would
buy it depended on the price, ’cause
I had too many Hammonds in my
collection already! While looking for
a tag, I noticed an engraved plaque
fastened to the machine’s lid. It read,
“The Jas. B. Hammond Special prize
for the best examination in typewriting, Awarded to Jesse B. Dodds,
1904.” Then I realized the nickelringed keys were probably installed
at the factory! There were two in the
middle of each row which let the operator know exactly the position of
each hand. So I knew this was well
worth having.
Just recently I used ancestry.com
to determine if something more
could be found about Dodds. The
most likely “Jesse B. Dodds” showed
up in the 1910 US Census and, based
on his birth date, he would have been

twenty when the typewriter was
awarded to him. This fellow lived in
Butler, Pennsylvania, was married
but had no children at the time. He
worked in a music store as a piano
tuner! I also found his WWI draft
registration card. There was space
provided to indicate any handicap
which might exempt a
person from serving in
the armed forces. Someone had written “BLIND”
in there! Then I began to
wonder if it were possible
he could win a contest
like this against sighted
individuals. So I wrote to
Jay Williams and asked.
As some of you know, he’s
also blind. Here’s his response.

Perhaps the Hammond people
were experimenting with homing
keys to determine if this would make
a diference in typing speed. Since
I’ve never seen another Hammond
like it, they probably concluded the
keys didn’t. I wish I knew where the
contest was held and whether or not

Wow—What a neat ind! I think you’re
right, this probably is the guy to whom
that plaque refers. I doubt that lack of vision would slow anyone down in such a
contest unless the participants had inger
speed that could exceed the wpm of the
speaker who dictated the words. Saying
words at a rate of 120 or 130 isn’t all that
fast so a well-practiced contestant could
keep up okay. And of course, in either
case, blind or sighted,
the typist isn’t looking
at the keys. And then
there’s the machine.
As you obviously
know, any single-element machine will
put limits on speed.
Interesting also was
that they put those
special keys on the
machine. If anything,
those would be a hindrance
because they’re a constant, although minor distraction due to that
break in consistency of texture. Typing
at that speed, you don’t want anything
like that, and it’s not necessary!

everybody used this very typewriter.
Jesse’s prize probably was very important to his family. It’s hard to understand why they would ever part
with it! It’s also interesting that this
particular typewriter found its way
to South Carolina. ±
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Collectors from around the U.S. met on November 1 at Herman and Connie Price’s home near Morgantown, West
Virginia, and got to know each other while enjoying Herman’s dazzling collection and Connie’s ine cooking. Let’s
hope that the next American gathering comes soon! Here are just a few pictures of this busy event. —Richard Polt

Young collector Ryan Simpson meets Typex editor Mike
Brown. Behind them: Jack Knarr and Herman Price.

Jay Williams, Don Feldman, and Herman Price
examine a Fitch, a mysterious Corona, and more.

Laura Brendon, Marty Rice, Don Feldman, and Peter Weil

Collector Jett Morton and dad
Dennis amidst the Blicks.

Herman’s Duplex
awaiting restoration.
Travis Hamric watches Mike demonstrate a machine
that winds ribbons from big spools onto small ones.

Marty gives a Royal Quiet Deluxe the taste test.
The verdict: real gold!

On the right, a very early Wellington with square keys,
from the former Onondaga collection.

Bruce Boyd brought this
“Penn State” Corona 4.
Jay feels a unique Remington Telegrapher, based on a Smith
Premier 10, from the Onondaga collection, restored by Travis.
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(erman’s prototype Daugherty left difers from the later
one in many ways, including a non-QWERTY keyboard.
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